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ObjectiveObjective
••For our advanced lab course, which is a 3.5 week immersion experience, we wantedFor our advanced lab course, which is a 3.5 week immersion experience, we wanted
an experiment that would take up 5-7 days and expose students to a wide variety ofan experiment that would take up 5-7 days and expose students to a wide variety of
experimental issues and techniques that are part of experimental issues and techniques that are part of ““real lifereal life”” experiments. experiments.

••As most experimenters do, we wanted students to follow the path,As most experimenters do, we wanted students to follow the path,

Idea/prediction Idea/prediction →→   set up of experiment set up of experiment →→   data acquisition   data acquisition →→   data analysis   data analysis →→
interpretation,interpretation,

andand  face challenges at each of these stagesface challenges at each of these stages..

••Measuring the vibrational resonance of a microcantilever (or AFM probe) proved toMeasuring the vibrational resonance of a microcantilever (or AFM probe) proved to
be a good choice in terms of meeting these needs.be a good choice in terms of meeting these needs.
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ProcedureProcedure
••V1 - V2 is formed in software after digitizing the two inputs at 100 MHz.  Its valueV1 - V2 is formed in software after digitizing the two inputs at 100 MHz.  Its value
gives the X position of the laser spotgives the X position of the laser spot

••The amplitude of the V1 - V2 waveform is recorded as the function generatorThe amplitude of the V1 - V2 waveform is recorded as the function generator’’ss
frequency is varied.  This amplitude should peak when the excitation frequencyfrequency is varied.  This amplitude should peak when the excitation frequency
equals the resonance frequency of the microcantilever.equals the resonance frequency of the microcantilever.

••Students first measure the dimensions ofStudents first measure the dimensions of
the microcantilever using our SEM.the microcantilever using our SEM.
Then, based on the dimensions and aThen, based on the dimensions and a
guess about the material (silicon or siliconguess about the material (silicon or silicon
nitride) they predict the resonancenitride) they predict the resonance
frequency of the microcantilever.frequency of the microcantilever.

Experience/Exposure GainedExperience/Exposure Gained

••Students solder the photodiode readout circuit on a PC board and set it within aStudents solder the photodiode readout circuit on a PC board and set it within a
metal box along with a battery holder.  In the process, they learn about (or revisit)metal box along with a battery holder.  In the process, they learn about (or revisit)
op-amps, RF shielding, and methods of dealing with noise and interference.op-amps, RF shielding, and methods of dealing with noise and interference.

••Students also machine the Al mount for the microcantilever and the holes in theStudents also machine the Al mount for the microcantilever and the holes in the
photodiode-readout box for the photodiode and two BNC bulkheads connectors.photodiode-readout box for the photodiode and two BNC bulkheads connectors.

••Students also encounter several important measurement concepts by optimizingStudents also encounter several important measurement concepts by optimizing
the length of the optical lever and improving their resonance data using a lock-inthe length of the optical lever and improving their resonance data using a lock-in
amplifier.amplifier.

••Finally, while taking and analyzing the data, students face some realisticFinally, while taking and analyzing the data, students face some realistic
challenges due to challenges due to ““background resonances.background resonances.””  These are the resonances of the  These are the resonances of the
piezo ring itself.  Eventually,  students subtract these effects by A) modeling thepiezo ring itself.  Eventually,  students subtract these effects by A) modeling the
piezo resonancespiezo resonances**, B) taking data for the piezo alone, and C) studying a second, B) taking data for the piezo alone, and C) studying a second
cantilever with a different resonance frequency in order to find out which peaks arecantilever with a different resonance frequency in order to find out which peaks are
due to piezo resonances and which are due to the cantilevers.due to piezo resonances and which are due to the cantilevers.

* Modeling software from * Modeling software from http://www.ferroperm-piezo.com/

second peak due tosecond peak due to
piezo resonancepiezo resonance

••In parallel with  the calculations, In parallel with  the calculations, ““samplessamples”” are carefully prepared by mounting are carefully prepared by mounting
the cantilever on an Al mount (with nail polish enamel) using a stereothe cantilever on an Al mount (with nail polish enamel) using a stereo
microscope.  Then the Al mount is attached to the Piezo.  The leads to the piezomicroscope.  Then the Al mount is attached to the Piezo.  The leads to the piezo
are attached using silver paint.are attached using silver paint.

••To make this prediction, students learn/revisit the continuum mechanics ofTo make this prediction, students learn/revisit the continuum mechanics of
solids and perform calculations involving the second moment of area.  In thesolids and perform calculations involving the second moment of area.  In the
process, they gain an appreciation for strength and vibrations in solid structures.process, they gain an appreciation for strength and vibrations in solid structures.
For instance, they learn why an I-beam is a good structural girder shape andFor instance, they learn why an I-beam is a good structural girder shape and
how vibration isolation works.how vibration isolation works.


